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About the Photos
I have purposefully chosen to include photos taken from authentic (rather than staged)
movement experiences. Although they may not be as polished as those taken in a studio
photo shoot, I believe they give a more realistic picture of what yoga-based movement
looks like in different children’s bodies. You can see what yoga looks like indoors and
outdoors, with and without mats. Sometimes you might see props that may come in handy
when they are available, such as walls, chairs, blocks, and bolsters. It’s amazing how often
natural movement manifests in young people that we think of as “yoga” when we provide
them with the space and support engaging in creative and intuitive movement. Young
people have so much to teach us if we are willing to watch, listen, and learn.Thank you to
all of the young yogis in the photos who have been willing to share their love of movement
with others so that we can learn from them!

Here you will find an excerpt of the gallery of common movements offered in yoga classes
for Children and Teens from Jacqueline’s Teaching Yoga to Children and Teens Manual. The
full gallery of movements are available in the manual (go to heronschool.ca) In many cases
the poses have descriptive English names that young people can relate to more easily than
the literal translations from Sanskrit that are often used in adult yoga classes. Sanskrit
names of poses are also provided.
For each pose, you’ll find descriptions of pose orientation (how the body is place in
space), the category of the function of the pose based on the actions of the body, and the
energetic quality of the pose (whether it gently warms up the body, builds strength, cools
the body down and stretches muscles, or restores and balances energy). You’ll also find
simple alignment points (Check Points), variations for the pose (Bus Stops), and things to
be aware of when teaching the pose.
Check Points are foundational alignment cues that can be used with students as
necessary. Giving too many alignment cues could cause frustration. These should not be
used as a script, but only as needed when you observe that students are doing something
different that could hurt their body. In Kids’ Yoga, we are not concerned about form, but
function. If someone is doing something different that will not cause injury, leave them be.
It may be a better fit for their body in that moment, and calling attention to someone not
doing the pose “correctly” can be demotivating, not to mention embarrassing.
Bracketed instructions next to the Check Point are for the teacher to know what to look for,
not to use as instructions for students. Stick with the simple instructions and modelling to
demonstrate alignment for younger children. As students get older, you can provide more
alignment information, but focus on one alignment point per class so as not to overwhelm
students. You will know if you are providing too much information if students get bored,
lose focus, or get frustrated.
Bus Stops are variations or modifications for different poses. Let students’ know that they
can get off the stop that is right for their body in this moment. One stop is not more
advanced than another; it’s simply the place where the body needs to be today.

Creating a Balanced Sequence
To create a balanced sequence, choose a variety of poses with different orientations for
the body: Seated/Kneeling, Belly Down (Prone), Standing, Upside Down (Inversions), and
Belly Up (Supine).
Classes should include at least one pose from each pose category to build a balanced
class: Core Awakening, Side Stretches, Shoulder Openers, Hamstring Stretches, Hip
Opening Poses, Arm Balances, Thigh Stretches, Heart Opening Poses, Twists, Forward Folds,
and Relaxation. Generally speaking, after your Warm Up, the poses should be sequenced
in the order listed. Note that many poses fall into more than one category.
We also need to consider the energetic effects of poses when planning sequences.
Classes should be sequenced from Warming to Strength-Building to Cooling to Restorative
poses. Cooling and Restorative poses should also be used to provided breaks and balance
after Strength-Building poses. These will provide opportunities for rest so that students’
don’t get overstimulated, burned out, or injured. Focusing poses do not require a lot of
attention to doing the pose itself, so that students can concentrate instead on their
breathing or their senses to help them develop one-pointed concentration (dharana).
Warming Poses: Used in the warm up at the beginning of
class, these simple and gentle movements gradually build
heat by strengthening the body and by moderately
increasing heart rate. Warm Ups should include actions
that move the large muscles of the body, the joints, and
the spine in six directions (front, back, side to side, and
twist left and right).
Strength-Building Poses: These are more complex movements to introduce once body
has been warmed up. These poses build up muscles,
endurance, and bone density. They also increase heart rate
and increase body temperature more intensely than
warming poses. Generally, strength-building poses
stimulate the sympathetic nervous system and increase
energy. Too many, however, can be overstimulating and
cause students to lose focus. Strength-building poses can

also burn up students’ energy quickly so that they become tired and disengaged. Planning
too many strength-building poses in a row can lead to injury. Intersperse these poses with
cooling and restorative poses to help students maintain balance.
Cooling Poses: These poses stretch out the muscles of the
body, slow down heart rate, and help calm the mind. They
stimulate the parasympathetic nervous system, preparing
the body for rest and relaxation. Too many of these can
bring down student energy so that it’s difficult to engage
them in other activities afterward.
Restorative Poses: These poses neither stretch nor
strengthen the body, but allow it to rest fully in order to
balance the nervous system and refresh the body and mind.
Focusing Poses: These poses keep the spine upright and
mind alert to help students to focus on their senses, for example
feeling their breathing, listening to sounds in the room, or looking
at a candle flame. They build core strength, setting the foundation
for healthy posture. The student should feel a sense of ease in a
focusing pose so that they put all of their concentration on their
object of focus. Holding these poses for too long will tire out the
core muscles and lead to discomfort and misalignment of the
spine. When students begin to slouch, it’s time to shift to another
position.
A note about the names of poses: In children’s yoga we tend not to use translations of
the Sanskrit to name the poses, but use English names of things children are familiar with
that are similar to the shape of the pose. Thus, poses can go by many English names,
especially when introducing them in yoga stories.. It is helpful to introduce children to the
Sanskrit names as well, to honour the cultural roots of yoga. English and all European
languages come from Sanskrit, so young people also learn about this history of language
when they learn the Sanskrit names. For example Trikonasana has “tri” which we also find in
“triangle” and “tripod.” What do you think “tri” might mean?

Airplane Pose (Dekasana)
Standing

Forward/Fold Hamstring Stretch

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet (Root down into the four Legs:
corners of the feet).
Tips of the toes of rear leg touch
the floor.
Laser Eyes (Find one spot to look
at).
Students slowly raise rear leg to a
place where they feel comfortable
Push down to get tall.
yet challenged.
Arms:
Arms reach out to the side.
Arms reach straight back.
Arms reach forward.

Watch for hyperextension of the
standing leg. Have students push
their shin muscles forward to help
them engage their muscles to stop
hyperextending, or slightly bend
the knee.
This pose can potentially overtax
the hamstrings, especially if the
arms are reaching forward or the
leg is raised too high. Remind
students that they don’t want to feel
any sensations at the knee or sitting
bones

Baby Cobra (Bhujangasana Variation)
Belly Down

Heart and Shoulder Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Elbows in.

Deer

Feet press into the floor.

Sphinx

Shoulders relaxed.

Encourage moderation. If students
move into deep backbends before
warming up, they risk injuring their
lower back over time - even
(especially) those with flexible
spines. Building a balance between
strength and flexibility is key.

Baby Eagle (Garudasana Variation)
Standing

Hip and Shoulder Opener

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet (Root down into the four Tips of the toes touch the floor.
corners of the feet).
Laser Eyes (Find one spot to look
at).
Hug your legs towards one another.

Good preparation for Eagle pose,
especially for younger children or
people with tight hips and
shoulders.

Baby Tree (Vrksasana Variation)
Standing

Hip Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet (Root down into the four
corners of the feet).
Laser Eyes (Find one spot to look
at).
Push down to get tall.

Good preparation for Tree pose,
especially for early childhood.

Balancing Cat - Opposite Arm and Leg (Utthita Marjaryasana)
Belly Down

Balancing

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Legs:
One leg extends back with toes on
the floor

Children often do same arm as leg,
which is also fine, but a bit trickier
to balance, and they miss out on
the cross lateral movement. Have
them pat the knee of the front
supporting leg before reaching the
arm forward so they know which
arm to extend.

Sticky Hands
Back leg toes point down (neutral
hips)
Close the garage door

Arms:
Both arms stay on the floor while
leg extends back

Butterfly
Seated/Kneeling

Hip Opening

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Push down to get tall.

Move heels further away from
If hips are tight, students may feel
sitting bones to create more space. more comfortable doing Figure 4
stretch on a chair, seated, or lying
down.

Cat (Marjaryasana)
Belly Down

Shoulder Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Hands

This same action can be done
sitting or standing.

Students wrists get tired quickly in
weight-bearing poses, so don’t
keep them too long on their hands
and knees. Young children often
have cuts or bruises on their knees,
so offer sitting or standing options

Chair Pose Variation A (Utkatasana Variation)
Standing

Core Awakening/Shoulder
Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet (Root down into the four Feet can be hip width or wider.
corners of the feet).
Hands can be on hips.
Knees go with middle toes.
Knees can be bent a little or a lot
Strong, long spine.

Watch for parallel feet. Having feet
together and squeezing legs
towards one another can help keep
healthy alignment of the knees, but
it makes it more challenging to
balance. Keep the natural
alignment of the spine.

Chair Pose Variation B (Utkatasana Variation)

Standing

Core Awakening

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet (Root down into the four Feet can be hip width or wider.
corners of the feet).
Hands can be on hips.
Knees go with middle toes.
Knees can be bent a little or a lot
Strong, long spine.

Watch for parallel feet. Having feet
together and squeezing legs
towards one another can help keep
healthy alignment of the knees, but
it makes it more challenging to
balance. Keep the natural
alignment of the spine.

Child’s Pose with Shoulder Stretch (Balasana)
Belly Down

Forward Fold/Hip and Shoulder
Opening

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Forehead rests on something to
relax the neck and shoulders
(block, forearms, mat).

Knees can be hip width or wider.
Hands can be at side or extended
out front.
Supta Balasana (lying on back)
Side-lying Pose

This variation of Child’s pose can
be a nice stretch for the wrists and
shoulders after arm balances and
inversions, although it may be
inaccessible to people with tight
hips and shoulders.

Cobra (Ardha Bhujangasana)
Belly Down

Heart and Shoulder Opening

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Elbows in.

Deer

Feet press into the floor.

Sphinx

Shoulders relaxed.

Baby Cobra

Encourage moderation. If students
move into deep backbends before
warming up, they risk injuring their
lower back over time - even
(especially) those with flexible
spines. Building a balance between
strength and flexibility is key.

Cow (Bitalasana)
Belly Down

Heart and Shoulder Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Hands (Four corners of the
hand rooted down, finger pads
“stuck” to the mat.)
Relax your shoulders.

People with arm or wrist injuries
can do this same action seated or
standing with bent knees.

Young people’s wrists will get tired
very quickly when doing weightbearing poses on the hands. Make
sure not to hold these poses for too
long or do several poses in a row
that put weight on the hands. Take
breaks in between for wrist
stretches, for example Sitting Tiger.
Teens especially may feel selfconscious doing this pose. Choose
seated or standing variations
instead.

Crocodile Variation (Makarasana Variation)
Belly Down

Heart and Shoulder Opening,
Thigh Stretch

Restorative

Crescent Moon (Indulasana)
Standing

Side Stretch

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet

Hands on hips

Press Down to Get Tall

One arm extended

Shoulders Relaxed

Students often collapse into their
side body to get a deeper bend,
but this puts pressure on the low
back. If shoulders are tight, offer a
different arm variation.

Dancer’s Prep (Natarajasana Variation)
Standing

Heart and Shoulder Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet
Laser Gaze
Knees point straight down.

Knee bent without grasping ankle.

We are looking for one long line
from knee to ankle. If quadriceps
Hand rests on the wall or reaches
are tight, students will compensate
out to the side to help with balance. by splaying knees out to the side
instead of keeping them in line with
the hips, putting stress on the low
back and knees. Encourage them
to bend their knee and bring their
foot towards their bottom first while
pointing the knee straight down.
They can explore whether they can
comfortably grasp their foot or
ankle while keeping their
alignment. If they feel a stretch
around the knees or an ache in the
low back, that’s their body telling
them to release their ankle.

Deer (Makarasana Variation)
Belly Down

Heart Opener/Thigh Stretch

Cooling

Downward Facing Dog (Adho Mukha Svanasana)
Upside Down

Hamstring Stretch/Forward Fold

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Hands.

Child’s pose with arms extended.

Bend your knees to reach your
ischial tuberosities to the sky

Puppy Pose
Hero’s pose or Sitting Tiger

The lower back should not be
rounded - get students to bend
their knees if it is. Thoracic spine
might be slightly rounded in
children because their shoulders
can be tight. Children need to
warm up to this pose, especially in
hamstrings and shoulders. Only
hold for a breath or two - this is a
very challenging pose for most
people. People can feel very
vulnerable in this pose, so always
offer alternatives and try to practice
with the backside facing a wall, not
another person.

Elephant (Urdhva Hastasana Variation)
Standing

Shoulder Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet
Shoulders Relaxed

Arms spread wide with hands apart. If shoulders are tight, offer other
variations for arms.
Elbows out to the side and palms
behind the head, like elephant ears.

Flamingo (Dandayamana Janushirasana Prep)

Sticky Feet

Standing

Core Awakening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Arms:
One arm touches the wall

Laser Gaze
Down at sides
Reach out tat shoulder height
Interlaced around knee
Legs:
Tips of toes touch the floor

This is a great pose for building
balance, strength, and for warming
up the body. Avoid the variation in
which the raised leg is extended,
which requires more strength,
balance, and body awareness, and
taxes the hamstrings.

Half Lotus (Ardha Padmasana)

Seated/Kneeling

Core Awakening/Hip Opening

Focusing

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Strong, long spine

Easy Pose

Knees should be lower than hips
and ankles comfortable. Raise hips
onto a block if necessary or sit in a
chair.

Happy Baby (Ananda Balasana)
Belly Up

Hip and Shoulder Opening

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Knees to chest (Reclined Child’s
Pose)
Grab shins instead of feet.

Some children may feel vulnerable
or self-conscious in this pose.
Always offer alternatives, such as
Reclined Child’s pose or Child’s
Pose.

Hero’s Pose (Virasana)
Seated/Kneeling

Core Awakening/Thigh Stretch

Focusing

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Bum is on heels (or a block).
Push down to get tall.

Person can sit on block(s) to elevate Remind students that if they feel
hips if they feel tension in their
pins and needles, that’s their
knees or ankles.
bodies way of telling them it’s time
to move.
Watch for “W” sitting, in which
children rotate their ankles inward
and point feet away from the body.
This can cause damage to the
connective tissue around the knees
if done for long periods of time, so
children should be discouraged
from it, even though it can be
comfortable for their bodies.

L-Handstand (Adho Mukha Vrksasana Variation)
Upside Down

Core Awakening/Hamstring
Stretch

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Hands

Upside-down L-Handstand (Wall
Downward-Facing Dog)

Cat pose with feet against the wall.
Step feet up hip height (or higher)
Press into the wall like you are
standing.

Sticky Bug (legs higher than hip
height)
One leg in the air

Students need to step their feet up
at least hip height to do this pose
with integrity. Legs can stay bent if
hamstrings are tight.

Lunge (Ashta Chandrasana)
Standing

Core Awakening/Thigh Stretch

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Feet hip width (or wider)

Hands on hips

Front knee over ankle

Arms reach up wider the should
width, elbows can be bent

Press into you back foot like you
getting ready to start a race.

As strength builds, most students
will not be able to bend the front
knee at 90 degrees while keeping
safe alignment of the knee. They
may also find more stability with the
back knee bent.

Monkey Tail (Dandayamana Yoga Mudrasana)
Upside Down

Shoulder Opening/Forward Fold

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Knees bent

Hands on hips

Ischial tuberosities to the ceiling

Hands grasp elbows
Hands clasped.

As students get older, their
hamstrings and shoulders get
tighter, so offer other variations.

Mountain Pose (Tadasana)
Standing

Core Awakening

Focusing

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet (Root down into the four Feet:
corners of the feet).
Greater than hip-width apart
Feet parallel.
Hip-width apart
Push down to get tall.
Big toes together, heels slightly
apart.

Because balance is developing,
many young people will not be
able to stand with feet together in
Mountain pose while keeping the
natural alignment of the spine.
Encourage them to place their feet
far enough apart that they feel
“strong and steady like a
mountain.”
Parallel feet should be based on
the midline of the feet, not on the
peripheral lines.

Peeing Dog (Tri Pada Adho Mukha Svanasana)
Upside Down

Forward Fold, Hamstring and
Thigh Stretch

Strength-Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Hands.

Puppy

Standing leg bends a little.

Downward Facing Dog

See notes for Downward Facing
Dog. Students tend to hyperextend in the standing leg, so
remind them to keep a little bend
to protect the joint.

Perch
Standing

Core Awakening/Thigh Stretch

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Toes, together, knees together,
squeeze your legs together.

Palms on floor.
Tips of the fingers tickle the mat.

Laser Beam Eyes
Push down to get tall.

To protect the knees, this pose
should be done with neutral hips,
and quadricep and shin muscles
engaged. If students feel any knee
pain, they should go back a bus
stop, or just come up to Mountain.
Great pose for building focus and
leg and core strength. Excellent for
transitioning between sitting and
standing with young children so
they don’t lose their focus as they
transition and they build core
strength and balance. Not
recommended for adolescents who
are prone to tight hips and knee
injuries.

Pigeon On The Wall (Kapotasana Variation)
Belly Up

Hip Opening

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Ischial tuberosities reach towards
the floor to keep gentle curve in
low back.
Close the garage door.
Toes to the sky

Knees to chest.

To protect the knees, there should
be one long like between the knee
Option to do this seated with lower and the ankle. Toes to the sky is
leg far away from the buttocks to
short-hand for this, but it can also
decrease the forward fold and the be done with pointed toes. Take a
intensity of the stretch.
look to see that students ankle is
not sickled (there are no wrinkles
Sit on a chair.
on the inside of the ankle beneath
the ankle bone). Watch for the
natural alignment of the spine.
Students tend to flatten their backs
into the floor or open the ribcage,
taking the spine out of alignment.

Plank (Phalakasana)
Arm Balance

Core Awakening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky hands

Knees on the floor

Push down to get tall

One knee on the floor with the
other leg extended.

Stretch your head towards me
(stretch your turtle neck)

Hips should be as high as
shoulders or even higher as
children build core strength. If hips
are lower, children tend to lose
integrity of the lower spine, and this
can put unnecessary pressure on
the low back. Do not hold this pose
for long as it can tax wrist joints.

Reclined Child’s Pose (Apanasana)
Belly Up

Forward Fold/Hip Stretch

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Legs bent, knees rest on the floor.
Side-lying pose

Children with tight hips or
shoulders may find this pose
inaccessible - particularly
adolescents.

Reclined Twist (Supta Matsyendrasana)
Belly Up

Twist/Shoulder Stretch

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Strong, long spine

Hands on hips
Hands out to the side
Hands overhead

Knees may not touch the floor in
this pose. It can be comfortable to
have a support under the knees,
such as a block or a blanket.

Row Boat (Navasana Variation)
Seated/Kneeling

Core Awakening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Press down to get tall

Toes on the floor, hovering over the Watch for the natural alignment of
floor, or raised.
the spine.

Strong, long spine
Zip up your belly button

Hands on the floor, behind the
knees, or out to the side

Savasana
Belly Up

Neutral

Restorative

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Find a position in which you feel
comfortable and relaxed. You can
move or change positions anytime
you need to.

Sushi Roll
Sleeping Tiger
Side Lying Pose

Lying on your back with palms up
can feel very vulnerable for many
people. Offer other options, such
as lying on belly, or Side-Lying
pose. Having a blanket or a bolster
on the belly can also be comforting.

Seal (Urdhva Mukha Svanasana)
Belly Down

Shoulder Stretch/Heart Opening

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Hands

Sphinx

Zip up your belly button

Baby Cobra

Close the garage door.

Cobra

If students do not have the leg and
arm strength to do this pose, they
will collapse into their low back,
which may cause injury if repeated
over time.

Seated Forward Fold (Paschimottanasana)
Seated/Kneeling

Forward Fold/Hamstring Stretch

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Strong, long spine.
Push down to get tall
Toes to the sky

Knees bent with finger tips by your
side.

If hamstrings are tight, you’ll notice
students rounding their backs in
this pose. Offer the option of
Slowly walk hands forward along
bending the knees, or do this lying
the sides of the legs - hands do not down with a strap so that students
need to hold the toes!
can have a greater than 90 degree
angle between torso and legs.
Only straighten legs if students can Upper back (thoracic spine) can be
maintain the natural alignment of
rounded to stretch between the
the spine
shoulder blades.

Seated Pigeon (Eka Pada Rajakonasana Variation)
Seated/Kneeling

Forward Fold/Hip Opening

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Push down to get tall
Toes to the sky

Start with foot on the floor very far
away from the ischial tuberosity,
and slowly move it closer to
deepen the stretch.

To protect the knees, there should
be one long like between the knee
and the ankle. Toes to the sky is
short-hand for this, but it can also
be done with pointed toes. Take a
look to see that students ankle is
not sickled (there are no wrinkles
on the inside of the ankle beneath
the ankle bone). Watch for the
natural alignment of the spine.

Shooting Star (Trikonasana Variation)

Sticky Feet
Laser Gaze

Standing

Side Stretch

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Toes can touch the floor

This is a great asymmetrical pose
that can be introduced to even
young children to help them build
balance and strength.

Side Plank (Vasisthasana Variation)
Arm Balance

Core Awakening/Shoulder
Opening

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky hands
Push down to go up

The knee of the front leg bent at 90 It is most accessible to come into
degrees and foot planted in front of this pose from Hero’s pose, and
bottom leg.
then slide off the heels onto one
hip. This is a fun arm balance that
Legs apart (instead of stacked)
can even be introduced to young
children because little is at risk if
Arm can reach up to the sky
they fall out of the pose. Just make
sure to include enough space
between mats so no-one gets
knocked over. Full Vasisthasana is
not recommended for children or
teens because it puts hamstrings
and shoulders at risk

Sitting Tiger Pose (Virasana Variation)
Seated/Kneeling

Core Awakening/Wrist and
Shoulder Stretch

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Hands point towards knees

The bottom can be raised away
from the heels if the wrist stretch is
too intense

Watch for “W” sitting, in which
children externally rotate ankles
away from the sitting bones. This
can cause knee issues as they get
older.

Sleeping Butterfly (Baddha Konasana Variation)
Seated/Kneeling

Hip Opening/Forward Fold

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Strong, long spine

Butterfly (torso sits up)
Torso reaches forward, head does
not touch the feet.

If hips are tight, do Seated Pigeon
instead.

Sleeping Tiger
Belly Down

Forward Fold

Restorative

Slide (Purvottanasana)
Belly Up

Heart and Shoulder Opening

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Push down to get tall
Relax your shoulders

Table

Watch for hyperextension of the
knees.

Sphinx Variations (Salamba Bhujangasana Variations)
Belly Down

Heart and Shoulder Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Shoulders relaxed

Walk elbows away from torso
Rest chin on palms

Palms touching reminds students to
engage their muscles in this pose
and is more accessible for tight
shoulders.

Spider (Malasana Variation)
Belly Down

Forward Fold, Hip and Shoulder
Opening

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Look forward

Goddess

Lift your hips

Hands touch the ground without
wrapping around legs.

This a good prep to opening the
hips and practice balancing to
prepare for more challenging arm
balances

Super Hero Pose (Salabasana Variation)
Belly Down

Heart and Shoulder Opening

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Shoulders Relaxed

Feet on the floor.

Long neck

Hands reach back

The variation with arms reaching
forward is likely to create more
shoulder tension in young people
who already tend to have tight
shoulders.

Squat (Malasana)
Standing

Hip Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Feet parallel
Squeeze legs together
Laser Gaze

Hands on floor, hips, or palms
touching.

If students feel sensations around
their knees, remind them to activate
their leg muscles by squeezing the
legs together. If they still feel
sensation, offer Chair pose instead
to build strength.

Standing Forward Fold (Uttanasana)
Standing

Hamstring Stretch/Forward Fold

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Ischial tuberosities to the ceiling.

Knees bent a little or a lot.

No pulling behind knees or at
ischial tuberosities

Feet wider than hip width

As children grow, their hamstrings
tend to have limited flexibility. If
they are rounding their low backs
or feeling pulling at the joints
remind them to bend their knees.

Standing Hand to Knee Pose (Hasta Padangusthasana Variation)
Standing

Hip and Shoulder Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet

Toes rest on floor

Press down to get tall

Hand rests on a chair or wall for
support.

Laser Gaze

An accessible asymmetrical pose
for building strength and balance.

Star Pose (Trikonasana Variation)
Standing

Shoulder Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet

Hands on hips

Press down to get tall

Hands overhead

Excellent pose for building
strength, focus, and healthy
posture. Boosts confidence.

Supine Pigeon (Eka Pada Rajakapotasana Variation)
Belly Up

Forward Fold, Hip Shoulder
Opener

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Toes to the Sky

Seated Pigeon

If children’s shoulders come off the
floor, offer seated variation instead.

Table (Bharmanasana)
Seated/Kneeling

Core Awakening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky hands

Child’s Pose

Shoulders Relaxed

Puppy Pose

As they build strength, you people’s
wrists and hands tire out very
quickly so do not hold pose too
long and give a break between
poses that put weight on hands.

Tree Pose (Vrksasana)
Standing

Balancing

Strength Building

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet (Root down into the four Legs:
corners of the feet).
Tips of toes of the externally
rotated leg touch the floor.
Laser Eyes (Find one spot to look
at).
Foot presses into calve.
No knee trees! (Foot should be
placed above or below knee joint.)
Push down to get tall.

Foot presses into upper thigh.
Arms:
Reach out to the side.
Reach up to the sky.
Palms touch.
Eagle Arms (Eagle in a Tree pose).

Many young people will not be
able to get their foot on their thigh,
but will press their foot into the
knee joint instead. Model one of
the earlier Bus Stops to encourage
them to work where their body is at
instead of striving to “get the pose.”

Twisting Butterfly (Baddha Konasana Variation)
Seated/Kneeling

Twisting

Cooling

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Strong, long spine

Upward Salute
Standing

Shoulder Opening

Warming

Check Points

Bus Stops

Be Aware

Sticky Feet
Shoulders relaxed.

Mountain

If shoulders are tight, place hands
on hip or reach out to the side
instead.

